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Matcon Case Studies



           









Discover how we help companies around the world resolve their powder handling issues and develop lean, flexible manufacturing facilities.




































Powder Handling Resources

Use the filter below to find Matcon case studies relevant to your industry.

If you're looking for specific experience that isn't addressed here, reach out to one of our sales engineers who will be able to assist you.














	Filter By Challenge:
	
    Select a powder handing challenge
        	All Challenges
	Mixed Powder Is Segregating
	Dust Problem
	Improve Throughput/Capacity
	Automation Of The Process
	Problems With Discharging Powder
	Powder Bridging
	Improve Manufacturing Flexibility
	Reduce Downtime
	Improve Process Efficiency
	Efficient Recipe Changeovers


    










































    
    
        

    
        Client:

        Rain Nutrience

    
        Need:

        Double production rates and future-proof their manufacturing facility without adding resources or increasing factory space.
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        Client:

        Bakels Bakery

    
        Need:

        Develop a more agile system to cope with small batch runs, recipe variety and handle allergens safely.
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        Client:

        Wetra Coffee

    
        Need:

        Discover how a coffee mixes manufacturer installed a new production facility that enabled faster response times.
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        Client:

        Custom Foods

    
        Need:

        Discover how an IBC system helped this food supplement manufacturer increase their production flexibility.
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        Client:

        Spice Blending Company

    
        Need:

        Replace the fixed mixer system which took 4-6 hours to clean per changeover & reduced manufacturing efficiency. 
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        Client:

        F. J. Wegon

    
        Need:

        Increasing manufacturing capacity to deliver a wider range of tailored, high-quality orders quickly and efficiently.
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        Client:

        Hero Baby Food

    
        Need:

        Replace the cumbersome pre-mixing in fixed mixers which was creating bottlenecks in production & reducing flexibility.
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        Client:

        Boh Tea Plantations

    
        Need:

        To install a system that would provide exemplary hygienic manufacturing & superior product quality standards.
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        Client:

        Image Holdings Nutrition

    
        Need:

        Implement an upgrade in their manufacturing practices to stay competitive and be a leader in their industry.
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        Client:

        SternMaid

    
        Need:

        Deliver highly variable, recipes and batch sizes, whilst implementing effective measures to counter cross-contamination.
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        Client:

         Multitech Foods Manufacturing

    
        Need:

        Meeting varied consumer demand with efficient manufacturing to save over one hour of production time per batch.
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        Client:

        Manufacturer of Antiretrovirals

    
        Need:

        Increase capacity and throughput but were experiencing issues with powder flow, downtime, and waste.
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        Client:

        True Protein

    
        Need:

        Discover how True Protein implemented a system that enabled scalable 
growth potential.
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        Client:

        Kotra Pharma

    
        Need:

        Discover how efficiency improvements and high OEE rates were gained in their powder & tablet handling.
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        Client:

        AstraZeneca Pharma

    
        Need:

        This solid dosage production facility achieves containment down to 1ug/m³ with full CIP – download the case study to read more.
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        Client:

        GSK Pharma

    
        Need:

        A Matcon Cone Valve IBC System could guarantee a reliable, consistent feed of the blended batch to the roller compactor.
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        Client:

        Specialty medical powders

    
        Need:

        A Matcon IBC Blending system was instrumental to the Lean Manufacturing goal & generated an instant return on investment.
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        Client:

        Goro Nickel

    
        Need:

        Read how cohesive and poor flowing lime powder was easily dosed with Matcon Cone Valve technology.
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        Client:

        Macleods

    
        Need:

        Discover how Macleods eliminated a butterfly valve rat-holing issue, improved product yield, and delivered a consistent feed to a tablet press.
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        Client:

        Refractory

    
        Need:

        Learn how this customer was able to handle difficult powders and get them to flow with a Matcon system.
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    MATCON

    The Original Cone Valve IBC Manufacturers

    At the heart of the Matcon IBC system you will find the Cone Valve technology - invented, patented and developed by us.

Our IBC systems help to improve production flexibility and agility - giving our customers the ability to improve efficiency and expand their businesses or reduce costs.
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    Testimonials

    Discover why businesses choose to work with us
















    
    
      
        
          
            
            
	            
                
                    "Inclusion of the Matcon IBC blending system has increased the range and quality of pre-mixes we can offer to our customers whilst retaining our high quality assurance standards. By being able to offer this flexible approach the use of Matcon equipment has provided us with a strong advantage over our competitors.

We have been very impressed with Matcon’s service from the testing stage to the installation and appreciate their ongoing high level of service and support."

                

                Rod Prince, International and Pet Business Director, 

Trouw Nutrition GB

              

            
	            
                
                    "Alimenta is a supplier to the Norwegian food industry. We started up with blending and packing with Matcon powder processing system in 2010. Since then we have produced thousands of tons every year. We are very satisfied with the durability, the efficiency, the accuracy and the flexibility that the Matcon system gives"

                

                Morten Anderson, General Manager, 
Alimenta AS, Norway

              

            
	            
                
                    "Our investment in Matcon’s equipment and expertise to-date has provided a 100% improvement in efficiency due to being able to run our mixer and packing lines in parallel, rather than sequentially. Cleaning, change over and down time of our blender has been dramatically reduced providing a quicker throughput for each product.

This reduction of throughput time has provided us with the opportunity to increase our packing capability. We are therefore shortly due to replace our existing packing machines with a Matcon Powder Packer to simplify and speed up our packing operation. This will also minimise any contamination risk during the packing."

                

                Mr Henry Bakkejord, Operation Manager 
Arne B. Corneliussen AS, Oslo - Norway

              

            
	            
                
                    "I have a senior management team, and as such, I need to provide them with the correct ‘tools’ to do their jobs. My senior managers were involved in the decision to invest in Matcon, having looked at alternative solutions on the market. Each step of the way from blend integrity testing, through to layout and installation they were involved.

By doing this, my team got the best equipment on the market and they have taken it and run with it, increasing the business turnover considerably, and they have driven new efficiencies and principles into the business. I feel RAIN made the right choice, and that we have laid the foundation for considerable future growth."

                

                Mr Rupert O’Connell, Owner and Director
RAIN Nutrience, UK
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The Powder Handling Experts

Over the years we have seen a wide range of different powder types and production issues that our Cone Valve technology has been able to overcome. This gives us the confidence to believe we can handle any challenge you wish to put to us.
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Make a Quick Enquiry

For a quick answer, fill in your question below.





















	



	
























*Required Fields























































                    



INDUSTRIES



                   










 	Sports Nutrition
	Beverages & Mixes
	Flavourings
	Bakery
	Infant Nutrition
	Animal Nutrition
	Pharmaceutical
	Chemical
	Battery Production
	Nutraceuticals
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 	IBCs
	Valves
	Filling
	Blending
	Packing
	Cleaning
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 	Knowledge Hub
	Case Studies
	FAQs
	Blog
	Videos
	Brochures
	Privacy Policy
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 	Lean
	Parallel Processing
	The Cone Valve
	Bulk Solids Systems
	Powder IBC Systems


















                    



AFTERSALES



                   









To ensure you make the most of your IBC system, we offer a comprehensive range of spares, maintenance and support packages.

	Spares
	Upgrades
	Support

















                    



Follow Us On



                   









	Matcon LinkedIn
	Matcon YouTube
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      Explore our other IDEX MPT group companies
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        Fitzpatrick

         Dry Granulation 
Hammer Milling


      
        

        
      
      
        Matcon

         Powder Handling
Systems


      
        

        
      
      
        Quadro

         Particle Processing and 
Powder Milling Equipment


      
        

        
      
      
        Microfluidics

         High Shear Microfluidizer 
Homogenizers


      
        

        
      
      
        Quadro Liquids

         High Shear Mixers and 
liquids processing equipment


      
        

        
      
      
        Steridose

         Bioprocess Equipment for biotech 
and pharmaceutical industries
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  Contact Our Team






































    




    








    



    



















    
    

